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SEMESTER SUMMARY

Voice of Experience

 2017 First Response Course - Overwhelming success, £1000 raised

One of our paramedic alumni takes us
through what they wish they’d known at
the beginning of their course.

for NARS, see website for Post-Course Report.
 Insight Evening: Military Medicine - Monday 6 Nov 1800-1900 in Eliz-

abeth Fry 01.05. Free for members, refreshments provided.
 Pre-Hospital Care Conference 2018 - Norwich PCP to host the na-

tional undergraduate conference. Watch this space! Members interested in helping out should email norwichpcp@gmail.com
 Online Resources - Resources section added to the Norwich PCP

website, amalgamating a wide range of educational material.
 Membership - Currently stands at 56, and includes Nursing, Physio-

therapy, Medical and Paramedic Science Students.
 New NARS Vehicle - Norfolk Accident Rescue Service are in the pro-

cess of acquiring a van to replace their current estate-type rapid response vehicle, giving greater space and versatility.
 Future Events - The Norwich PCP committee are currently in the pro-

cess of planning a number of other interest evenings. Keep an eye on
our social media for further details.

What did Norwich PCP ever do for me?
Dr Owen Hibberd, an alumnus of Norwich PCP, takes us through what he
got out of Norwich PCP in his time with us.
Norwich PCP helped me to explore my interest in Emergency Care. The
knowledge I gained about the Pre-Hospital arena helped me to secure an
place studying on the Intercalated Emergency Care BSc at Plymouth University. I have been able to further build on my initial enjoyment of emergency and pre-hospital medicine (which developed through the PCP) by
choosing foundation jobs with an acute focus (including acute medicine,
emergency medicine, paediatric trauma and orthopaedics).
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Before starting the BSc Paramedic Science course, I think people need to be
made aware that it is no where near
your average student course at a university. The work starts from day 1 and
finished on the last day at the end of
the 3 years. Its way more intense than I
imagined (and I was prepared for intense).
Its way more expensive than I thought.
Placement is very hard when on shifts
and other students aren't aware that
you need more than 3 hours sleep.
Advice:
• Don't spend all your money in

freshers
• Don't buy books until you've looked

at them in the library
• Get the work done as soon as

you're given it
• Get used to trying to make study-

ing fun (you'll be spending more
than you think doing it) and make
sure that placement is FUN!
Got your own tips? Let us know!

About Us
Norwich PCP is a society aimed at students with an interest in pre-hospital
medicine. We aim to give students an insight into the opportunities available to healthcare professionals working in a pre-hospital environment.
Membership is just £3 a year, and provides free entry to all evening events,
and heavily discounted tickets to our conferences and training courses.

